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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Manage the download folder of your PC is very similar to dealing with email: if you do not have a good strategy to stay organized, it can be really messy, very quickly. Still, many of us treat the download folder as a dumping ground. It is a place that we pay little attention except for those strange times
that we have to dive to find a specific file or release space on our hard drive. Otherwise, it is usually out of sight and out of mind. Don't let the digital equivalent of putting everything in the closet shake on your PC. These two quick tips can make it easier to keep your files under control and find the files you are looking for quickly. Send it to the
desktop One of the easiest ways to manage your downloads is to have your browsers download files to your default desktop. As you're always looking at the desk, you're more likely to keep it clean by removing files you don't need anymore. So, when you download something new, finding it on the desk is much easier, because it is one of the few files
sitting on the desk. This is how to adjust your browser settings to send downloads to your desktop. Chrome Download Settings. Chrome: Click the “hamburger” menu icon on the top right corner and go to Settings √≥ Display advanced settings... √ Downloads. Click the Change button..., select the desktop in the window that appears and click OK. The
Firefox Options window. Firefox: Click the “hamburger” menu icon in the top right corner and select Options. In the new window that opens, open the General tab and then click the Search button... below the Downloads header. Then select yourIn the file explorer window that opens and click Select folder. Internet Explorer: Click on the configuration
COG in the upper right corner and select See downloads. In the next window that opens, click options in the lower right right hand Another window will open; Click the search button ... and then choose your desktop in the file explorer window that opens. Archive explorer Tweak File Explorer on Windows 8.1 If you don't like using your desktop as a
download landfill, or for those extreme times that your browser preferences are ignored, an adjustment rose in File Explorer can really help Find a recent download at no time. Start to open File Explorer and select your download folder in the left navigation column. In Windows 8.1, you must see four columns in the main window: name, modified date,
type and size. By default, File Explorer organizes its download folder by name. That is a great predetermined configuration for the majority of the folders, but with downloads â € ”where it is possible that the name of the file that is looking for €” does not even know is not ideal. Instead, click on the column â € œ modified fact until you see an arrow
down on the column title. That will automatically put your unloaded files recently at the top of the folder, making them much more very important to find. File Explorer will remember your choice and every time you open your download folder it will organize by descending order. Simple, but effective! Innovating subsurface mapping. There is no large
image and text list to show, create one in the Studio. We believe that everything on the Internet should be free. So this tool was designed for free Internet download documents. We are not associated with any website anyway. We are not responsible for the content. You are self-responsible for download. Thank you for being interesting in our services.
We are a group without profit that directs this website to share documents. We need your help to maintain this website. To maintain site running, we need your help to cover our server cost (about $400/m,) a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us share our service with your friends. Spend enough time on the Internet ortypes of technologysave, and you are obliged to hear about BitTorrent. Probably, if you're new to the concept, you have some questions, and probably some misconceptions about what is exactly torrenting. What is a torrent file? How do you use it? Is it safe? Is it legal? Torrenting can be a complicated process, so before entering the meat of how to download and use
torrent files in a secure and legal way, we will cover important terminology. Updated 3-3-2016 by Brendan Hesse: This article received a massive review to provide clearer and more detailed information about torrent files, how to download them and how the process works. What's a Torrent? If you have agitated at all in the torrent download, they
have almost certainly met the terms “smile”, “peer”, and “leech”. A seed (or viewer) is someone who is sharing the file; the more seeds, the more potential places to download the file. Someone who's downloading the seeded file is a leech. The more you read a file against seeds will make the file download slower, as there are more people who access
the file. Besides, if no one is watching, no one can download. The entire group of seedlings and milks are their pairs, so BitTorrent is called "peer-to-peer" to share files. Collect a file directly through another person, instead of downloading from a server. This pair cluster is also known as a “swarm”, which are loading and downloading the same file.
How does this work exactly? Essentially, the file is divided into pieces, with each piece being downloaded and compiled by the download program. After you have downloaded enough data, you will start uploading simultaneously the parts of the file you have downloaded, thus increasing the download speed for your other pairs in the shutter.Download
clients give preferential treatment to those who assign more bandwidth to climb, and which are are records. Bassically, how much more share, you receive. Another mining that may have found is â € œTrackerâ €. A tracker is a server that keeps the follow -up (IGMA) of all pairs in a swarm, but does not house any part of the file. Instead, a tracker
acts as something of a trilfic police, directing pairs to available files. Your download customer will connect to this server as indicated in the .orrent file. There is one thing like the download â € œTrackerlessâ €, which we will cover more in a moment. Install a Bittorrent customer and download QBitTorent files to open a .orrent file and start
downloading, you need a download customer to handle the file. In the past, this guide has presented numerous Torrent download customers, but the best current options are QBittorrent, Transmission and Deluge. These three programs have some minor differences, but they are generally very similar. All are open code, and the three support several
operating systems, including Windows, OSX, Freebsd and several Linux distros. Best of all, everyone is devoid of annoying, inailes â € â € special, or malicious bloatware. Once it has been installed in which Torrent client will run, will download and install. An obvious step, but having an installed torrent program is important because it allows you to
download torrents through magnet links. You can always download .orrent files and open them with your downloader, but magnet links have gradually advance. Download a torrent after installing a download customer, such as QBittorrent, you will need files to download. There are many websites that you can use to download .orrent files or access
magnet links, the most known is The Pirate Bay. Others, such as kickass torrents, exist, they usually lack the user base of the pirate bay. There are also private trackers, such as demonoid, thatan account to access. A quick search through this website will probably help you find what you are looking for, but beware before downloading as some files
may be false. Check comments on the file download page as users will report false or broken files. When you open the .torrent, check the file you are downloading — if you are expecting a .rar file, and see a .exe, it is not the file you are looking for and it is likely to be a virus. Cancel and remove the download immediately. We will cover more safety
tips in later sections. If the torrent seems legitimate, the download page will probably list two methods to download: .torrent or a magnet link. Considering that there are two download methods, you might be asking what the difference between the two is. .torrent files can be essentially described as treasure maps. These small files contain locations
for various parts of the files. Your download client will use the file to find the various parts of what your download is, download the parts, compile them in the file. Magnnet files work the same way, but they are a direct line that connects the downloader to each file, instead of needing to follow a “mapa” provided by a .torrent file. In addition, there are
more technical differences that have to do with the tracking servers and DHT procedures, but we will leave those alone for now. If your goal is to simply download a file with a BitTorrent client, both methods work great. Magnetic links take a little longer to start because of establishing direct connections, but they also remove the step of downloading
and opening a .torrent file. Regardless of the method of acquisition, once the discharge begins, your speeds will depend on the seed ratioclutters, and bandwidth. Once the download has completed, you will have access to the file, and will start to sow the file. While display increases its priority for downloads, alsoYour risk of being caught if you are
sowing files with copyright. If you do not want to sow, you can completely close your download program, or you can delete the torrent, usually right clicking on the planting file in your client and selecting "Delte. Torrent". Eliminate the data, however, or you will need to download the entire file again. The security and legality of the discharge of the
safety of the torrents as torrenting "is the preferred one for the piracy, the torrent sites have become hives of SCORIA and Villanãa. Or, at least, virus, malware and annoying emerging ads for adult websites. When you are jumping to the pirate -filled waters, be sure to be well equipped to defend. Your computer, our guides for Windows 10 and Mac
will provide a defensive arsenal against potential hazards. If your antivirus software includes protection of the browser, ensure to enable it. If not, find an adequate program to keep it safe while sailing. At least, enable each and every one of the malware, phishing and protection of malicious url provided by its web browser. above we mention that you
must verify the Page to download any file you are downloading. If someone calls the file as false, incomplete or broken, do not download it. In addition, the files of trusted loaders in Pirate Bay will show a pink cracking and cross bones to mark their legitimacy. Favor those listings (but as well as execute caution). Finally, many websites that house
torrents publish ads for adult websites, dating site, free or annoying games "special offers", almost all are not suitable to see at work, so it enables an adblocker Look for these sites (and should not be torling at work anyway. Not only is it likely to land in hot water with your employer, but you will be taking tons of partners accidentally seeing the
modern boxes of Thom Yorke tomorrow for a year). Is it legal? The download through a torrent is not inherently illegal. Torrenting is simply an effective means for users to switch files directly. Often, completely legal files are delivered through torrents. A main example is the Linux distros, which are usually downloaded through torrent due to its large
sizes. Sometimes filmmakers, musicians or game developers will distribute their work free of charge through torrent files. Well-known game development studio, Blizzard, uses a modified BitTorrent client to offer great updates and game files through peer sharing. However, torrent files have the reputation of being used as a means of piracy, and, to
be sure, they are the main method for piracy. Its nature between pairs means that you can get large files without having to deal with the upload or download of a server, so the copyrighted material becomes readily available. That direct access to files doesn't mean you can't catch it, though. Magnetic links and .torrent files may be tracked equally, and
some organizations will report such activity to their ISP (then why HBO is able to release numbers in how many times the last episode of Game of Thrones was hacked). It is believed that the download is less offensive than to see, as seeing a file you are offering it to others to download, but you can still be caught by your ISP simply to download it. The
consequences can vary from your ISP tracking your activity and accelerating your Internet speeds to incredibly steep fines. Capitol v. Thomas, a particularly high profile case, gave rise to a 1.9 million-dollar fine to share only 24There are some procedures that you can use to keep your activity secret, such as VPNS (Virtual Private Networks) that will
obsess your IP address activity and provide you with a cover against the follow -up for your ISP. But really, the sure course sure it's just not participating in piracy at all. Recommendations of the editors
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